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ABSTRACT
In the strong lensing regime non-parametric lens models struggle to achieve suffi-
cient angular resolution for a meaningful derivation of the central cluster mass distri-
bution. The problem lies mainly with cluster members which perturb lensed images
and generate additional images, requiring high resolution modelling, even though we
mainly wish to understand the relatively smooth cluster component. In practice the
required resolution for a fully non-parametric mass map is not achievable because the
separation between lensed images is several times larger than the deflection angles by
member galaxies, even for the most impressive data. Here we bypass this limitation by
incorporating a simple physical prior for member galaxies, using their observed posi-
tions and their luminosity scaled masses. This high frequency contribution is added to
a relatively coarse Gaussian pixel grid used to model the more smoothly varying clus-
ter mass distribution, extending our established WSLAP code (Diego et al. 2007). We
test this new code (WSLAP+) with an empirical simulation based on A1689, using
all the pixels belonging to multiply-lensed images and the observed member galax-
ies. Dealing with the cluster members this way leads to stable convergent solutions,
without resorting to regularization, reproducing well smooth input cluster distribu-
tions and substructures. We highlight the ability of this method to recover “dark”
sub-components and other differences between the distributions of cluster mass and
member galaxies. Such anomalies can provide clues to the nature of invisible dark
matter, but are hard to discover using parametrized models where substructures are
modelled on the basis of the visible data. With our increased resolution and stability
we show, for the first time, that non-parametric models can be made sufficiently pre-
cise to locate multiply-lensed systems, thereby achieving fully self-consistent solutions
without reliance on input systems from less objective means.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The distribution of mass within clusters is sensitive to the
nature of dark matter and to the evolution of structure in
general. In successful hierarchical models based on nonrel-
ativistic and collisionless Cold Dark Matter (CDM) (Pee-
bles 1984), clusters accumulate from material gravitating
towards the intersections of a filamentary network of struc-
ture, continuously merging with each other and increasing in
mass. In this context simulations have shown that individual
cluster mass profiles are well characterised in CDM domi-
nated N-body simulations by the logarithmically steepening
Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile (Navarro et al. 1997),
and also show a tendency towards a lower level of concentra-
tion with increasing cluster mass, the c-m relation, (Bullock
et al. 2001; Eke et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2004; Maccio` et al.
2008; Neto et al. 2007; Duffy & van Bibber 2009; Zhao et al.
2009; Bhattacharya et al. 2011) reflecting the general later
assembly of more massive structures, when the cosmic mean
density is lower. Both of these predicted trends are now very
well established by independent simulations, but with some
interesting variations, mainly in the amplitude of the c-m
relation (Bhattacharya et al. 2011) that may require further
clarification.
Accurate and reliably constrained cluster mass profiles
can now be measured by combining Strong (SL) and Weak
Lensing (WL) information, providing full logarithmic ra-
dial coverage (Broadhurst et al. 2005; Umetsu & Broadhurst
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22008; Zitrin et al. 2009; Zitrin et al. 2010; Coe et al. 2011).
Rigorous comparisons with standard particle-CDM reveals
that the shape of the profile follows closely the standard
NFW profile for particle-CDM mass advocated to describe
all halos formed in simulations of standard particle-CDM
(Broadhurst et al. 2005; Umetsu et al. 2010). Curiously,
however, the mass concentrations seem to be systematically
larger than expected for the most massive clusters formed
in the standard ΛCDM cosmological model, with approxi-
mately twice as much matter concentrated within the char-
acteristic radius of the NFW profile (Broadhurst et al. 2005;
Umetsu et al. 2010). This anomaly will be explored in a
more statistical sample from the CLASH survey (combin-
ing strong and weak lensing for full logarithmic coverage of
the mass profile with first for an x-ray selected sample of
20 relaxed clusters (Postman et al. 2011) for which the first
results are quite intriguing (Zitrin et al. 2010; Coe et al.
2011).
Inherent triaxiality of dark matter halos can boost lens-
ing based concentrations for clusters selected in the first
place by their lensing strength (Oguri et al. 2005). By se-
lecting according to other unrelated criteria this lensing
bias may largely be avoided. The Hubble Treasury data for
the CLASH program (Postman et al. 2011) aims to estab-
lish representative equilibrium mass profiles for clusters se-
lected by their X-ray properties, to be relaxed in appear-
ance. The measurements are also in very good agreement
with the NFW dominated CDM prediction (Zitrin et al.
2010; Umetsu et al. 2011; Coe et al. 2011) but continue to
lie tantalisingly above the concentration-mass relation pre-
dicted for halos formed late in the concordance ΛCDM cos-
mology. This surprising tendency for higher concentrations
is controversial, although indications from other unbiased
cluster samples with WL measurements also indicate higher
cluster concentrations on average (Oguri et al. 2009; Okabe
& Umetsu 2008), although these results are lacking the SL
information for deriving the inner profile.
Other dark matter related anomalies may have been
found during cluster collisions, including complex merging
cluster A2744 (Merten et al. 2011), with evidence of anoma-
lous density peaks of dark matter separated from galaxies
and gas. Other such tentative claims have also been made
in the case of merging cluster A520, where a central peak
of dark matter is claimed without a corresponding enhance-
ment in the number density of galaxies. In the case of the
iconic Bullet-cluster, the large relative velocity inferred from
the Mach cone of the bullet component, 4800 km/s, (Marke-
vitch et al. 2004) is claimed to be very unlikely in the context
of ΛCDM for which the maximum expected inferred initial
impact velocity found in large simulations is around ∼ 1600
km/s for pairs of halos exceeding 2×1014M (Mastropietro
& Burkert 2008; Thompson & Nagamine 2012), Iliev et al.
2013 in preparation but see also (Springel & Farrar 2007)
for a possible explanation).
This investigation is motivated empirically in view of
the above imperfect agreement on cluster scales claimed be-
tween ΛCDM and the radial cluster mass profiles. We may
seek variations on the standard CDM based cosmology. It
may be argued that currently undetectable light axions or
other low mass scalar field particles, are perhaps now bet-
ter motivated as CDM candidates rather than the tradi-
tional super-symmetric CDM particle candidates that re-
main undiscovered to the highest energies reached to date.
A characteristic feature of scalar fields is that the associated
bosons can form a coherent BEC under suitable conditions
of temperature and density, which can be initially met and
maintained in the cosmological context (Boehmer & Harko
2007; Sikivie & Yang 2009). Due to the low velocity dis-
persion, the growth of condensed structure should be very
similar to standard particle-CDM on large scales (Boehmer
& Harko 2007; Sikivie & Yang 2009; Velten & Wamba 2012)
as desired, but the macroscopic quantum wavelike behaviour
may appear on smaller scales (Choi 2002; Woo & Chiueh
2009; Gonza´lez & Guzma´n 2011), particularly when dark
matter collides, with potentially interesting consequences
for cluster lensing. In this context, the troublesome cores
of dark matter dominated dwarf galaxies can be generated
by setting the de Broglie wavelength to a scale of several
Kpc, corresponding to a mass of ∼ 10−22 eV , so the un-
certainty principle means matter cannot be confined within
this radius (Hu et al. 2000).
For this BEC form of CDM, full 3D simulations of the
development of structure are computationally much more
intensive than standard N-body simulations, but have re-
cently begun, governed by a Schro¨dinger-Poisson equation
(Woo & Chiueh 2009) to describe the balance between quan-
tum pressure arising from the uncertainty principle offset-
ting the gravitational potential of the dark matter and with
the corresponding particle mass set to the preferred value
from dwarf galaxies cores. This simulation shows that the
filamentary pattern and distribution of clusters is indistin-
guishable from regular simulations of particle-CDM, as ex-
pected (Widrow & Kaiser 1993), but low mass galaxy halos
are suppressed and large scale macroscopic quantum inter-
ference patterns are visible (Woo & Chiueh 2009) in the den-
sity distribution. Comparison of our detailed cluster lensing
mass distribution with predictions from this wave-like form
of CDM (Woo & Chiueh 2009) will be exciting to pursue and
with our new lensing technique and can then be sensitively
contrasted with the standard N-body representation of more
massive particle-dark matter for which coherent wavelike be-
haviour is absent.
We may now use gravitational lensing to search for dark
matter anomalies with much increased precision as the data
required to measure accurate mass distributions has leapt
in quality over the past few years in both the strong and
weak lensing regime. Many sets of multiple images are now
very typically identified in deep multicolour Hubble data,
where distinctive internal features can be recognised in the
larger well resolved background galaxies (Broadhurst et al.
2005; Umetsu et al. 2012; Zitrin et al. 2013). To identify
more typical, smaller and fainter multiply lensed sources it
is necessary in practice to be guided by a lens model, as
even for the best behaved clusters large perturbations from
galaxy members locally distort one or more members of each
set of multiple images so that the location of counter images
cannot be guessed with any confidence and model inversion
will fail. Without many complete sets of multiple-images
spread over a range of redshift it is not possible to accurately
constrain the inner mass profile of a cluster, sufficiently well
to examine theoretical predictions.
To take full advantage of this increased quality of data,
many new approaches have been suggested to recover the
surface mass distribution in both the weak and strong lens-
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ing regime, (see for instance Kaiser & Squires (1993); Broad-
hurst et al. (1995); Kaiser (1995); Schneider (1994); Schnei-
der & Seitz (1995); Seitz & Schneider (1995); Bartelmann
et al. (1996); Taylor et al. (1998); Tyson et al. (1998); Bridle
et al. (1998); Marshall et al. (2002). In the best known case
of A1689, over 100 multiply lensed images are reliably identi-
fied (Broadhurst et al. 2005; Coe et al. 2010), and over 50 are
known in similar quality data for Cl0024+1654 (Zitrin et al.
2009), A1703 (Limousin, M. et al. 2008), MACS0416-2403
(Zitrin et al. 2013), helped by the development of detailed
parametric models, and in particular the simple method of
(Broadhurst et al. 2005) where the cluster mass distribution
is assumed to approximately trace the light, by first start-
ing from the observed galaxy distribution and varying the
coefficients of a low order 2D polynomial fit to the galaxy
distribution to describe the general distribution of galaxy
cluster mass, and in addition to this the member galaxy
perturbations scaled by their luminosity, so that very few
parameters are required to provide a fairly flexible model
of the mass distribution, which can be used and refined in
locating multiply lensed images.
This relatively flexible method, although capable of lo-
cating many reliable multiple-images, is not precise enough
to provide an exhaustive identification of all counter-images,
particularly the numerous blue galaxies which are too am-
biguous both morphologically and in terms of their esti-
mated redshifts, and fundamentally this method is lim-
ited to self-consistency checks of models where mass traces
light, as with standard CDM. To examine the data in detail
for anomalous density fluctuations such as those that may
be generated by wave-like CDM, we need the full model-
independence that non-parametric strong lensing methods
may provide. The increased number of strong lensing con-
straints available in deep space images encourages the use
of non-parametric methods that make no assumption about
the matter distribution. In previous work, we developed a
non-parametric code (WSLAP) and demonstrated its per-
formance first with simulated data, and later with the real
data of A1689 (Diego et al. 005a,b, 2007). Our results were
compared with those obtained using parametric methods
(Broadhurst et al. 2005) and found good agreement within
the noise, in terms of the azimuthally averaged radial profile.
However, the solution obtained from WSLAP lacked the res-
olution of parametric methods limiting its ability to predict
new images that could be later confirmed with the data.
Here we aim to place strong lensing on a firmly objective
basis with the development of a practical non-parametric
method for inverting the strong lensing image information
to extract reliable projected 2D surface mass distributions.
With the dramatic improvement in strong lensing data we
can now focus on extracting the important physical infor-
mation with minimal assumptions, in the most model in-
dependent way, in particular to relax the conventional as-
sumption that mass traces light, enabling us to derive the
general matter distribution and its realistic uncertainties.
These new images from Hubble, particularly from the dedi-
cated CLASH program (Postman et al. 2011), provide typi-
cally over several tens of multiply lensed images per cluster
and many long arcs, that should make this a manageable
task. A non-parametric approach will provide an important
consistency check of the findings of the parametric meth-
ods since concurring results would strengthen the validity of
the parametric approach, whereas any significant differences
would need to be addressed.
To date, non-parametric methods have been applied to
only three well studied clusters, using a modification of the
strong lensing package developed originally by (Diego et al.
005b), providing low resolution representations of the mass
distributions and the very different non-linear approach of
Liesenbourgs et al. (Liesenborgs et al. 2006), applied to the
Hubble data of Cl0024 (Zitrin et al. 2009). These methods
are able to provide the rough shape of the mass distributions,
showing substructure that roughly coincides with clumps in
the galaxy distribution, as well as reasonably accurate radial
mass profiles that are consistent with our standard paramet-
ric modelling (Diego et al. 005a; Zitrin et al. 2009). It is also
clear that this approach cannot help find new multiple im-
ages, because of its limited resolution, and relies on the input
multiple images defined by parametric model of (Broadhurst
et al. 2005; Zitrin et al. 2009) and needs reliable redshift in-
formation for these systems for a meaningful constraint on
the gradient of the mass profile. Some degeneracies are also
present, including possible spurious ring features, probably
caused by over fitting the data (Ponente & Diego 2011), and
a tendency to asymptote to a flat outer profile beyond the
boundary of the data, from the mass-sheet degeneracy (Jee
et al. 2007).
The results obtained with parametric and non-
parametric methods are not expected to agree in detail,
as the premise on which the parametric models are built
use optical based information rather than the invisible dark
matter. Typically parametric models place halos of matter
coincident with the location of a brightest cluster galaxy,
with other sub halos added to help deal with any obvious
substructure seen near the cluster center. For every halo
added at least 6 parameters are required to describe the halo
position, ellipticity position angle, scale length and profile
slope. With additional parameters describing cluster mem-
ber galaxies resulting typically in many parameters of un-
certain validity, requiring many multiply lensed images to
constrain. This is particularly the case for ongoing merging
clusters.
In this paper we augment the earlier non-parametric
code, WSLAP, by incorporating the lens deflection gener-
ated by observed member galaxy properties, which it tran-
spires helps solve some of the issues of non-parametric meth-
ods and greatly improves the quality and robustness of the
mass reconstruction. We do this by including a physical prior
in the method that is well motivated by the observations.
Our prior consist in the simple assumption that the galaxies
that are in the cluster must have some mass themselves and
that they are surrounded by their own halo of dark matter.
In the Sec. 2 below we discuss the basis of the original code,
WSLAP, and show how to include the above physical prior
in the improved version of the code, WSLAP+. In Sec. 4
we give details of the simulations being used to demonstrate
the capability of the new version of the code, WSLAP+, and
finally we describe the results we obtain and our conclusions
in Sec. 5 and 7.
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42 THE ORIGINAL CODE: WSLAP
We refer the reader to the original papers (Diego et al.
005a,b, 2007) for a detailed description of the original code
and its performance. Here we will summarize the main ideas
and those that are relevant to understand the new improve-
ment to the original method (i.e the addition of a new phys-
ical prior).
Gravitational lensing is formally described by the lens
equation:
~θ = ~β + ~α(~θ,M(~θ)). (1)
In the context of the thin lens approximation, the above
equation relates the observed lensed images, ~θ, in the im-
age plane (and represented by Nθ pixels in the image data)
with the corresponding original positions of the background
galaxies, ~β, in the source plane and the deflection due to the
mass distribution, ~α(~θ,M), in the lens plane. For a given
mass distribution, M(~θ, the net deflection angle due to this
mass is the integral of the deflection field from the infinites-
imal mass elements,
α(θ) =
4G
c2
Dls
DsDl
∫
M(θ′)
(θ − θ′)
|θ − θ′|2 dθ
′, (2)
where Dls, Dl, and Ds are the angular distances from the
lens to the source, the observer to the lens and from the
observer to the source respectively.
If the lens plane is discretized into a 2-dimensional grid
with Nc grid points, the above equation can be approximated
as,
α(θ) =
4G
c2
Dls
DsDl
Nc∑
i
mi
(θ − θi)
|θ − θi|2 , (3)
where mi are the masses from each grid point. As detailed
in previous papers (Diego et al. 005a,b, 2007) the masses at
the grid points are modelled as Gaussian with a full-with-
half-maximum proportional to the mesh size of the grid.
It is important to emphasize that Eq. 3 represents an
approximation of Eq. 2 and that as such we are introducing
an error in the reconstruction. This intrinsic error is not
always acknowledged in lensing reconstruction and can lead
to erroneous conclusions as discussed in (Ponente & Diego
2011).
A second approximation allows us to re-write the lens
equation in a simpler algebraic form. Assuming that our data
set consists ofNθ lensed pixels ofNs background sources and
that each of the Ns is well approximated by a point source
(with parameters βxo and β
y
o ), we can construct a system of
2Nθ (x and y) linear equations with 2Ns +Nc variables.(
~θx
~θy
)
=
(
Υˆx 1ˆ 0ˆ
Υˆy 0ˆ 1ˆ
) ~M~βxo
~βyo
 . (4)
Here Υˆx and Υˆy are two Nθ × Nc matrices containing the
x and y lensing effect of the cell j (which has been assigned
a fixed mass) on the θ pixel i, while 1ˆ and 0ˆ are Nθ × Ns
dimensional matrices filled with 1’s and 0’s respectively.
The variables are the Nc lens masses and the 2Ns cen-
tral galaxy positions (x and y). All these variables can be
combined into a single vector, ~X = ( ~M, ~βxo , ~β
y
o ). In its com-
Figure 1. Simulated cluster at z = 0.185. The total mass is
2.58 × 1014M/h and the field of view is 3.3 arcminutes across.
In order to better show the matter in the galaxies and in the soft
dark matter halo, the galaxies have been saturated and the color
scale has been adjusted to increase contrast.
pact form the above equation then reads;
~Θ = Γ ~X, (5)
where Γ is a known 2Nθ × (Nc + 2Ns) dimensional matrix
and ~Θ is also known and given by the observed x and y
positions of all the pixels in the lensed galaxies.
A solution of the system Eq. 5 can be found easily
by different methods (bi-conjugate gradient, singular value
decomposition, and quadratic programming (QADP) that
where already studied by (Diego et al. 005a) but many oth-
ers can be applied to the same system).
3 NEW IMPLEMENTATION: WSLAP+
As mentioned earlier, non-parametric methods trade spatial
resolution by robustness in the lensing reconstruction. On
the other hand, parametric methods force matter to concen-
trate around the observed galaxies and usually complement
this with a cluster halo described by several parameters. In
our new implementation, we extend WSLAP by adding a
very simple but robust constrain that combines the ben-
efits of the robustness from non-parametric methods with
the higher resolution of the parametric methods. The galax-
ies in the cluster must contain some matter and hence they
must contribute to the deflection field. Due to the intrinsic
non-linear nature of the lensing problem, the intrinsically
smaller (compared with the cluster) deflection field from an
individual galaxy in the cluster can make a big difference
(sometimes drastic) in terms of lensing distortion when the
angular distance to this galaxy is small enough. Hence it is
important to take into account this small deflection angles
into the lens reconstruction. We can take advantage of the
well known correlation between the observed luminosity of a
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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Figure 2. Simulated arcs from the mass distribution in Fig. 1
and a distribution of simulated sources behind the cluster and at
different redshifts.
galaxy and its total mass and assign a mass to each galaxy
in the cluster according to its luminosity. As an initial guess
we consider a ratio between the luminosity and the mass
∼ 20. Given the mass of a galaxy we assign a NFW mass
profile (Navarro et al. 1997) to each galaxy . We produce
a mass map for the haloes around the galaxies in the clus-
ter and from this construct a fiducial deflection field for the
different redshifts of the background sources. The deflection
field from these galaxies can be easily incorporated into the
Γ matrix, Eq. 5, by adding a column containing the fiducial
deflection field at the positions of the arcs (lensed galaxies),
~αgal,x, ~αgal,y. The new system of equations has the following
form:
(
~θx
~θy
)
=
(
Υˆx ~αgal,x 1ˆ 0ˆ
Υˆy ~αgal,y 0ˆ 1ˆ
)
~M
Cgal
~βxo
~βyo
 . (6)
where Cgal is a new variable (scalar) in the solution vector
that accounts for the re-scaling of the fiducial deflection field
of the galaxies. This system can be also represented in the
compact form given by Eq. 5 where now the solution vector
~X is given by X = ( ~M,Cgal, ~βxo ,
~βyo ) and it has dimension
Nc + 1 + 2Ns.
As mentioned earlier, Eq. 5 can be solved by different
methods (see Diego et al. (005a,b, 2007) for a description
of several of them). In our particular case, and in order to
avoid solutions with negative values in ~M and Cgal we use
the quadratic programming algorithm (or QADP) described
in (Diego et al. 005a) which imposes the physical constraint
that the solution, ~X, must be positive.
Although not discussed in detail in this work, the orig-
inal code combines also weak lensing (when available) into
a system of linear equations similar to Eq. 5. The new im-
plementation discussed in the following section can be easily
extended to weak lensing by inserting additional column(s)
into the corresponding weak lensing matrix Γ (see Diego
et al. (2007) for details of this matrix).
4 SIMULATED DATA
We test the performance of our new code with a set of simu-
lated strong lensing data. Our simulated data set resembles
the case of A1689, where tens of background sources are be-
ing lensed by the cluster. We adopt the redshift of the (30)
background sources from the real data set of A1689 (Broad-
hurst et al. 2005). For the cluster, we place individual triaxial
NFW halos at z=0.2 with a pattern similar to the distribu-
tion of the main halos in A1689 (94 NFW halos in total, Coe
et al. (2010)). From now on, we refer to the mass distribution
from these galaxies as galaxy-true. In addition to the masses
from the galaxies, we add a cluster halo (also at z=0.2) with
a mass distribution that resembles the galaxy distribution
but with some significant deviations in order to test how
well the method can reconstruct the dark matter that is not
being traced by the galaxies. The mass ratio of the cluster
halo to the combined mass of the galaxies is roughly 3 to 1.
The resulting mass distribution of the simulated cluster is
shown in Fig. 1. In the source plane, the background sources
are placed in positions such that we reproduce both tangen-
tial and radial arcs like in A1689. The background sources
are extracted from the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (Bouwens
et al. 2003) and later re-scaled to match a specific angular
scale at the corresponding redshift. The background simu-
lated sources are lensed through the simulated cluster and
we produce a set of strongly lensed galaxies that consti-
tutes our simulated data set together with the redshifts of
the corresponding sources (see Fig. 2). The field of view of
this (and all other images unless mentioned otherwise) is 3.3
arcminutes.
We also simulate a second mass distribution for the
galaxies, that we refer from now on to as galaxy-model, where
we use the same locations as above but we change the indi-
vidual mass and scale radius of each galaxy. We take ran-
dom values for both the mass and scale radius around the
values in the galaxy-true case with typical deviations of 20%
around these values. The galaxy-model is later used to com-
pute the fiducial deflection field in our lens reconstruction.
By doing this, we adopt the realistic scenario where the po-
sitions of the galaxy members are known but the mass and
profiles of these galaxies are unknown.
Fig. 3 shows the difference in the projected 2D surface
mass density between the input model distribution of galax-
ies and the fiducial model used in the mass reconstruction.
The corresponding deflections field are shown in Fig. 4.
Once the fiducial deflection field for the model is com-
puted, we build the Γ matrix and reconstruct the solution
using the QADP algorithm. For the Γ matrix we found that
using a regular grid (in our case of 32 × 32 grid points)
works better than a multi-resolution grid. The reason prob-
ably being the fact that the multi-resolution grid reduces the
desired orthogonality of the base (i.e between the grid and
the galaxies) describing the mass distribution. Also, the use
of a multi-resolution grid can introduce an undesired prior
in the reconstruction since the solution tends to artificially
increase the reconstructed density in the smaller grid cells.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
6Figure 3. 2D map showing the difference in mass between the
input model for the galaxies and the model used to reconstruct
the cluster mass.
On the other hand, the use of the regular grid is similar to
using a flat prior for the mass distribution since it assigns
to the different areas in the lens plane the same probability.
In order to quantify the gain in the reconstruction by the
new implementation, we reconstruct the solution in three
different scenarios:
• i) Assume that the galaxies in the cluster have zero
mass (this would correspond to the result obtained with the
original WSLAP code and in general with a standard non-
parametric code using a regular grid).
• ii) Assume that the mass in the galaxies is given by the
galaxy-model and build the fiducial deflection field from that
model (Figs.3 and 4). This would be the realistic case where
we make an assumption (biased) about the masses in the
galaxies.
• iii) Assume that the fiducial deflection field is given by the
galaxy-true. This case is the best case scenario and corre-
sponds to the best possible reconstruction in the unlikely-
lucky case that our assumption about the member galaxies
is completely right.
5 RESULTS
As discussed later, we find that the best solutions are ob-
tained after iterating the QADP for several thousand iter-
ations. We find the solution in the 3 cases discussed at the
end of the previous section after iterating the QADP algo-
rithm for 8000 steps. Fig. 5 summarizes our main results.
Each column corresponds to one of the cases described in
the previous section. The top row shows the reconstructed
mass distribution while the bottom row shows the critical
curves overlaid the galaxies Case i) (left column) shows a de-
cent reconstruction of the dark matter halo but as expected
misses the details of the individual galaxies. This is made
more evident when we compare the critical curves with the
(a) αgal,x (b) αgal,y
(c) αgal,x (d) αgal,y
Figure 4. The top panels show the deflection field of the input
mass model for the galaxies shown in Fig. 3 and the bottom panels
show the difference in deflection fields between the input galaxy
model and the galaxy-model used for the lensing reconstruction.
Figure 6. In the top panel we show the reconstructed pro-
files. The thick solid line corresponds to the input model pro-
file, the thin solid line corresponds to case i) (old WSLAP so-
lution), dotted line corresponds to the realistic case ii) and the
dashed line corresponds to the best case scenario of case iii). The
bottom panel shows the the relative differences (input model-
reconstruction)/input model) between the profiles of cases i), ii)
and iii) and the input model profile. The line-styles are the same
as above.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 5. This figure shows the reconstructed mass map (top row) and critical curve (bottom row) for the different scenarios (case i),
ii) and iii)) we have explored and described in Sec. 4 together with the input model (last column). First column corresponds to case i),
while the second and third to cases ii) and iii) respectively.
input model critical curves in the right column. The recon-
structed critical curves have softer rounds, as a consequence
of the poorer resolution of the reconstruction. In this case
there is only one radial curve. In contrast with the other
cases, where the solution is able to reconstruct better the
critical curves (both radial and tangential). The cases ii)
and iii) shown in the second and third columns show a sig-
nificant improvement in the reconstruction of the mass and
critical curves. Regarding the mass, it is interesting to see
how the grid part of the solution is capable of reconstructing
the cluster mass structures that where not correlated with
the galaxies demonstrating the robustness of our new imple-
mentation. On the other hand, the addition of the fiducial
deflection field from the galaxies helps improve significantly
the recovery of the critical curves, in particular the radial
critical curve where the effect of the individual galaxies is
larger. Even the radial curves around the smaller sub-cluster
seem to be reconstructed reasonably well.
A more quantitative comparison of the quality of the
reconstruction is shown in Fig. 6 where we compare the one-
dimensional profiles (in units of the critical surface density,
Σcrit =
c2Ds
4piGDlDls
) for the three cases and the input model
profile. Again the new implementation is able to reconstruct
significantly better the smaller details of the mass distribu-
tion.
In order to show the capability of the method to re-
construct dark matter substructure not correlated with the
galaxies, Fig. 7 compares the reconstructed solution with the
input model but using a different color scale that enhances
the details of the soft dark matter halo. In these figures it can
be appreciated how the solution retains the main features of
Figure 7. Input model (left) versus reconstructed mass (right)
using a color scale that shows better the diffuse dark matter com-
ponent. For comparison purposes, both images are presented in
the same scale and the galaxies have been saturated to the same
value. The recovered distribution follows well the input distribu-
tion including the relatively dark substructures that do not trace
the input galaxy distribution, and with limiting resolution given
by the surface density of the lensed images.
this halo although it misses some of the details specially near
the edges where the lensing constraints are weaker.
6 DISCUSSION
Aside from the improvement in the reconstruction of the
solution (masses and source positions) shown by the recon-
structed profiles and critical curves, the addition of the new
parameter Cgal results in two major advantages for the new
method. One of the pathological behaviours of the origi-
nal code was that the algorithm can not be left converging
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8indefinitely. After several thousand iterations, the lack of
resolution of the gridded mass distribution is generally com-
pensated by a extremely irregular mass distribution that
manages to focus the observed arcs into very small com-
pact regions in the source plane. In previous works (Diego
et al. 005a,b, 2007; Ponente & Diego 2011) this pathological
solution is referred as to the point source solution. Adding
the deflection field from the galaxies naturally incorporates
the resolution that the grid is lacking so we should expect
some improvement on the pathological behaviour of the so-
lution when the number of iterations is too large. In order
to check the convergence we iterate the QADP algorithm a
sufficiently large number of iterations. Also, we explore the
dependence of the solution on the initial guess, Xo, for the
minimization process.
In Fig. 8 we show the total recovered mass of the cluster
and the new parameter, Cgal, as a function of the iteration
number for three different choices of the initial condition
Xo. In the first reasonable case, (dotted line in the figure),
the initial condition has very small values both for the grid
masses and the Cgal parameter. In the second bad-choice
case (dashed line) the initial condition is poorly chosen and
both grid masses and Cgal are set to values that are too high.
For comparison purposes, we show a third case (dot-dashed
line) with the solution for the old WSLAP implementation
(or equivalently the acse for Cgal = 0)
Despite the choice for Xo, after a few thousand iteration
steps, the solution (M and Cgal) converges towards constant
values. Also, these constant values of convergence coincide
with the total mass of the diffuse halo of the cluster and the
input model mass of the galaxies. As a difference with the
results from the original WSLAP code, this solution is not
pathological but it is still a good physical solution to the
problem. Some degree of over-fitting is still appreciated spe-
cially in the source plane (where the sources tend to concen-
trate more towards the center of the image) indicating that
for this kind of setup (lens, number of arcs, mass distribu-
tion) 50000 iterations are too many (over-fitting regime) and
the optimal range for the number of iterations is around a
few thousand (see discussion below). The over-fitting regime
is better shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 8 where we rep-
resent the error in the reconstructed positions of the sources.
The error is defined as the absolute difference to the input
model solution in terms of separations between the input
model source positions and the predicted positions
βerr =
∑
(δβ)2x + (δβ)
2
y. (7)
Over-fitting usually occurs when the predicted positions of
the sources converge towards the center of the source plane.
This is normally accomplished by non-physical solutions
that exhibit large fluctuations in the mass distribution. From
Fig. 8, we can see that the optimal solutions are obtained
in the range of a few thousand iterations. The dashed line
corresponding to the bad-choice described above, fails to con-
verge due to memory effects. This memory effect is the rea-
son why the solution does not converge to the Soft value
shown in Fig. 8. This is better shown in Fig. 9 where we
compare the profiles of the input model mass with the recon-
structed solutions in the cases given by the different initial
conditions. The solution obtained in the bad-choice case is
still a good one as demonstrated by the profile. This figure
also shows how the solution maintain the high values (hence
memory effect) of the initial condition in the outskirts of the
image plane, where the lensing data can not constrain the
solution. The other case seem to render very reasonable so-
lutions even after 50000 iterations (overfitting regime). For
comparison we also show the solution obtained by the orig-
inal implementation of WSLAP (dot-dashed line) and with
the same initial guess, Xo, as the dotted line (reasonable
case). Note how in Fig. 8 this case is indistinguishable from
the Soft component of the reasonable choice for the initial
guess, Xo, for iterations below a thousand but beyond this
point it departs from it in a way similar to the increase of
the Galx component (bottom dotted line) indicating that
the grid is trying to account for the small scale corrections
due to the member galaxies. We can then conclude that
choosing the optimal number of iterations is not as critical
as in the original WSLAP code as the over-fitting solutions
still are able to reproduce reasonable solutions. However, the
best solutions are obtained when the number of iterations is
in the range of a few thousand. A second lesson is learned
about the choice of the initial condition. Although the solu-
tion is robust and converges towards good-quality solutions
independently of the choice for Xo, the best solutions are
obtained when a sensible choice is made for the initial con-
dition, in particular, selecting small values for both, the grid
component and the initial strength of the deflection field of
the galaxies, produce better final solutions than taking more
unreasonable choices.
Figures 8 and 9 summarize some of the main improve-
ments obtained as a result of our new implementation. Since
the galaxies form on the peaks of the dark matter sub-halos,
the galaxy component of the solution, Cgal, will capture the
details of the small scale deflection field. The grid com-
ponent, that normally accounts for most of the deflection
field, does not need any more to force the mass distribu-
tion into non-physical solutions (like the dot-dashed line in
Fig. 9 that exhibits a bump or ring of matter at around 1
arcminute from the cluster centre.) to account for the sec-
ond order corrections to the deflection field coming from
the smaller halos. This is now naturally accounted for by
the galaxy deflection field and hence the mass distribution
converges to a much more physical (and stable) solution.
This pathological behaviour is solved in other methods by
adding regularization terms. In this sense we can say that
our new method produces robust self-regularizing solutions
where the small scale contributions to the deflection field are
described by the galaxy component and the irregular (and
harder to model) cluster mass distribution is described by
the grid component.
A second major bonus is also obtained by incorporating
a deflection field for the galaxies with a new free parame-
ter. One of the main limitations of the old non-parametric
method was the lack of resolution in the reconstructed so-
lution. This limitation of the solution made it very difficult
to identify new pairs of arcs in the images as the error in
the deflection field could be large specially around the clus-
ter members. This error gets reduced with the new method
making the new non-parametric method competitive with
the parametric methods in terms of finding new arcs in the
image. Fig. 10 shows the error in the deflection field obtained
by comparing the input model deflection field of our simu-
lated data with the deflection field of our solution after 8000
iterations. The typical error is about 3 arc-seconds which
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Figure 8. Top panel. Total mass for the grid component and the
galaxies component as a function of iteration step. The different
line styles correspond to the different choices for the initial condi-
tion Xo (see text) The arrows marked with labels Soft and Galx
show the input model total mass of the soft component (dark
matter halo) and individual galaxies respectively. Note how inde-
pendently on how good or bad the initial condition is, the solution
converges after a few thousand iterations around values close to
the true values. At around 8000 iterations, the dotted line is al-
most at the end of a long plateau (optimal solutions are attained
in this regime). The top dashed line takes longer to converge since
it is affected by memory problems in the unconstrained borders
of the field of view, although in the relevant areas the solution
converges towards the input model case as shown by the profiles
in Fig. 9 below. For comparison, the dot-dashed line shows the
solution obtained by the original WSLAP code (note the overlap
with the dotted line in the first few iterations). Bottom panel.
Global error as a function of iteration (see Eq. 7 for a definition
of the error). The best solutions (excluding the ill-defined dashed
line case that fails to converge) are typically obtained after several
thousand iterations. Beyond many thousand iterations, the solu-
tion enters in the over-fitting regime although it still converges to
physical solutions as shown by the profiles.
might be sufficient to identify new multiple image-pairs in
the data. The largest error is found around the most mas-
sive central galaxy, probably as a consequence of the wrong
assumption made to model the galaxies when computing the
fiducial deflection field from the galaxies.
6.1 Extension to weak lensing analysis
In the present work we have applied the new improved code,
WSLAP+, to simulated strong lensing data. The code is
however prepared to combine weak and strong lensing as
well as detailed in (Diego et al. 005b). The weak and strong
lensing data are combined into the same system of linear
equations. The same solution (mass distribution of the lens)
that is able to reproduce the strongly lensed galaxies must
predict the right shear distortions. The implementation of
the weak lensing case in WSLAP+ is the same as the one de-
scribed in Sec. 3 for the strong lensing. Now the column con-
taining the deflections from the cluster members is extended
to include the deflection at the positions where the shear is
measured. With our new implementation, the small deflec-
tion field of a single cluster member (that is, in the outskirts
Figure 9. Top panel. Profiles of the input model mass (thick solid
line) compared with the profiles of the solutions obtained with dif-
ferent initial conditions, Xo (see text) and after 50000 iterations.
The dotted line shows the case where the initial condition has very
small values both for the grid masses and the Cgal parameter, the
dashed line shows the case where the initial condition is poorly
chosen and both grid masses and Cgal are set to values that are
too high. Note how in this case, the grid suffers of memory effects
and maintain its initial values at large radii. Also shown is the
solution obtained by the original WSLAP code (dot-dashed line)
after 50000 iterations. Bottom panel. Relative difference between
input model mass (T) and reconstructed masses (R) as a function
of radius. The different line styles correspond to the same cases
described above.
of the cluster and can compete in magnitude with the weak
lensing shear in the vicinity of that isolated cluster member)
can be properly accounted for reducing the possible source
of systematic error in the weak lensing reconstruction.
6.2 Adding more than one galaxy deflection field
This paper presents the most simple version of the new im-
plementation where the deflection field from the galaxies are
described by a model deflection field that is re-scaled by a
single parameter, Cgal. It is however trivial to extend this
idea to multiple deflection fields. For instance, one might
want to consider the deflection field from the central galaxy
independently. In this case, the Γ matrix would have two
additional columns (with respect to the WSLAP implemen-
tation) instead of one and the solution vector, X, would have
two additional free parameters (instead of one), C1gal C
2
gal.
In a more extreme case, the dominant galaxies in the cluster
could contribute each with one extra column in the Γ ma-
trix and their corresponding Cigal parameter in the vector
X. For the case of weak lensing in field areas, this flexibility
on the number of parameters might be a necessity rather
than a convenience since one would normally want to divide
the data (lensing galaxies) in redshift bins and group the
field galaxies into each redshift bin in order to construct a
global deflection field for that particular redshift bin. This
way the number of additional columns in the Γ matrix (and
the additional number of free parameters in the vector X)
would be equal to the number of redshift bins that are be-
ing considered. Incorporating the individual deflection fields
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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Figure 10. Error of the reconstructed deflection field. The units
are arcsecond and they correspond to the difference err = ~αt−~αr
where ~αt is the deflection field of the input model and ~αr is the
reconstructed deflection field.
from observed galaxies might help improve significantly the
lensing reconstruction with our new method as the bulk of
the dark matter can be well described by the grid compo-
nent but the smaller scale deflection fields around the lens-
ing galaxies (that can not be well reconstructed by the grid)
can now be constrained more accurately with the individual
galaxies deflection field. These and other ideas will be tested
in a future paper.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We have aimed here to cure the wide degeneracy of lensing
solutions typical of non-parametric lensing solutions, stress-
ing the improvements obtained by treating the cluster mem-
ber contribution with a simple prior. Cluster members frus-
trate the process of converging to an accurate solution by
their small scale perturbations to the deflection angle and
the additional images they generate. In practise it is typi-
cally the case that at least one member of a multiply lensed
source is affected locally in this way by the close proximity
of a cluster member to the observed image position. We run
into a limitation here in trying to recover the mass distribu-
tions of clusters that the effective resolution of the recovered
mass maps are set by the numbers of lensed images found in
the strong lensing region, and in practice this is too few to
deal with the high frequency member galaxy component. In
turn this means that non-parametric methods is the general
inability to predict the locations of counter-images with suf-
ficient precision to actually find sets of multiple images for
adding to the model.
We have found here that this weakness can be largely
overcomed by incorporating reasonable estimates of the
member galaxy deflections using the member galaxy posi-
tions and luminosity scaled masses, so that it then becomes
possible to derive the smooth cluster-wide component of
the mass distribution, for which the variation varies only
an a relatively large angular scale lying within the effective
resolution set by the surface density of lensed images. We
have simply assumed that these galaxies contribute with a
mass proportional to a fiducial value related to their mea-
sured luminosities, with the proportionality constant subse-
quently inferred as part of the method. This helps take care
of the difficult high spatial frequency component, so that the
smoother remainder can be dealt with by the inherently low
resolution non-parametric approach. This cluster-wide con-
tribution is modelled with a Gaussian pixel grid, providing a
compact orthogonal basis. The input data includes the mul-
tiple images identified by our standard flexible parametric
model described above, and their redshifts defined from our
multi-band photometry. By insisting that some mass must
exist at the position of the observed galaxies we increase the
detail of the overall reconstruction and also correct possible
biases in the reconstructed solution as this new assumption
can act as an overall re-normalization factor.
Our new method is parameter-free in terms of its de-
scription of the general cluster mass distribution, so that any
interesting anomalous density peaks will not go unnoticed
in this model-independent analysis. Previous work has relied
on the assumption that light traces mass, and even though
we have always tried to relax this assumption in our work, it
cannot be said that our results in the strong lensing regime
have much freedom to differ significantly from strict equality
between mass and light. With our new method we may look
for deviations between mass and light predicted in the very
cold Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) dark matter, which
in contrast to standard particle CDM fluctuates in density
and may show solitonic behaviour and macroscopic inter-
ference effects. It is worth noting that interesting system-
atic shifts in position between model images and the data
of several arc-seconds are quite typical (Broadhurst et al.
2005; Halkola et al. 2006) which remain intriguing. Obser-
vationally, we will search for the predicted wave-like effects
from BEC simulations, and with application to the CLASH
program.
We also examine the ability of this method to recover
dark sub-components which do not follow the galaxy distri-
bution, highlighting the potential of this method to uncover
such anomalies, and for which parametrised models based
on the galaxy distribution are insensitive.
Finally our new hybrid method has shown that we may
be optimistic is achieving the precision required to locate
multiple images ourselves without reliance on other methods
to provide the input images. This is a major step forward
and means that solutions we find by our non-parametric
technique are self-consistent, in that the multiple image we
input are derived by our method, and do not need to rely on
uncertain “candidates” which may not be securely identified
by more model-dependent means. Having derived objective
lens models we may test the validity of multiply lensed can-
didates found by others and we may also constrain the geo-
metric distances for such multiply-lensed sources, and their
intrinsic properties, including luminosities and source plane
reconstructions. This is of particular interest in relation to
record breaking high-z galaxies routinely uncovered in deep
cluster imaging, and of potentially great importance for the
study of structure formation, for which good lens models
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with correspondingly reliable magnification estimates are es-
sential.
Our first self-consistent application of this technique to
the iconic cluster A1689 including the new deep IR imag-
ing by Hubble will be presented shortly, demonstrating
this breakthrough in precision by our new non-parametric
method allowing new systems to be discovered and objective
evaluation of the the previously claimed multiple images and
also a model-independent derivation of lensing distances for
construction of the distance-redshift relation at high red-
shift. We can anticipate that the most rewarding applica-
tion will be to the newly approved deep “Frontier fields”
clusters with Hubble1 for which the high surface density
of multiply lensed images strongly motivates the objective
non-parametric approach to fully explore the central surface
mass distribution and to reliably estimate the magnification
of a statistical sample of z ∼ 10 galaxies and beyond.
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